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Microsoft Office products include a readability scoring tool based
on the Flesch-Kincaid formula. It looks different on a Mac versus a PC,
but here’s how to enable it on a PC, as explained by Microsoft:1

1. Click the Microsoft Office button (at the top left of the page).
Click the File tab, then click Options (at the very bottom of the
dialog box).

2. Click Proofing.
3. Make sure the Check grammar with spelling check box is

selected.
4. UnderWhen correcting spelling and grammar in Word, select

the Show readability statistics check box.

Check the document for spelling and grammar, and you’ll see a box
displaying statistics and scores.
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If you’ve finished your post only to find it’s readable only by
academics and eggheads, try fixing the basics. Break up long sentences
into smaller sentences. Cut out complex words. Simplify. In his day,
Flesch maintained that there are no complex, legalistic words and
phrases that can’t be translated into plain English. (Remember, he was
the guy who wrote the book on simple language for lawyers!)

Here are some other quick and easy options for checking
readability:

♦ Read-able (http://read-able.com)
♦ Editcentral (limited to 50,000 characters at a time;www.editcentral
.com/gwt1/EditCentral.html#style_diction)

♦ Readability Formulas (limited to 600 words at a time, but runs
your content through seven formulas; www.readabilityformulas
.com/free-readability-formula-tests.php)

♦ Online-Utility.org (suggests sentences to revise; www.online-
utility.org/english/readability_test_and_improve.jsp)
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“Unless you have so-called commodity content—you have to have
a unique voice,” Andrew Davis, author of Brandscaping, told me.
“That’s part of your hook. That’s what makes you different, and how
you build relationships with people.”

Your unique voice comes from knowing who you are, and who
you are not, says Ahava Leibtag, a Web content strategist in Washing-
ton, DC, and author of The Digital Crown. “Voice grows out of your
own brand attributes, and how you want to set yourself apart from your
competitors,” she told me. Are you sophisticated? Accessible? Fun?
Buttoned-up? Serious? Snarky? Reliable? Hipster? Helpful? Pick three or
four adjectives that best define you—and write in a way that reflects
those attributes.

Voice is also the backbone of the overall look and feel of your
content. It informs the overall experience you deliver to people—even
in things we don’t traditionally think of as marketing.

Here’s an example of how Burger King uses voice to convey
personality, even in a simple error message (via Ahava Leibtag):
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Or consider this mobile update, from the mobile app TalkTo:

In other words, consider your voice as a differentiator across all
your customer-focused communications—your website, your mobile
updates, and your 404 pages, among other things. But also in your in-
store signage, your social presence, and anywhere else you’re com-
municating with people you’re trying to reach.

One more thing: consider your tone in various situations as well.
Voice doesn’t change, but your tone should, depending on the feeling
you are trying to convey.
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“So your brand can be fun, but if a customer is annoyed, a cheeky
email that may come across as cute in one situation may be a major
turnoff in another,” Ahava said.

Here’s an example of how Gogo Inflight maintains the same voice
(fun, friendly, accessible) but adjusts its tone to two very different
situations. In the first example, Gogo addresses how its mobile
in-flight service works—with a fun, friendly voice and decidedly
cheeky tone:
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But on Gogo’s FAQ page, though it keeps the friendly voice, it
drops the cheeky tone in favor of a helpful one (we can help!). Gogo
recognizes that people who visit this page are likely annoyed and
frustrated by an inability to connect. And cheek, they wisely surmise,
would only antagonize.
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lesson in there for businesses, too: content moments are everywhere;
you just have to know to look for them. Sometimes, that means being
part of breaking news. But it also means tapping into broader trends
(more on that in a minute).

Kapost’s effort is a great example ofwhatmarketer and authorDavid
Meerman Scott calls newsjacking—injecting yourself into a breaking
news story. Kapost’s move is not unlike an event David talks about in his
book of the same title (Newsjacking, John Wiley & Sons, 2011). He
writes that Joe Payne, former CEO of marketing software provider
Eloqua, newsjacked the 2010 story about Eloqua competitor Market2-
Lead’s being purchased by (again!) Oracle. Joe sprung into action and
quickly composed a blog post on the news, as Toby did three years later
for Kapost.

Much as the leaders of many companies want to use their content
marketing programs to become thought leaders, a key piece of being a
thought leader is to . . . well, lead!

That means looking at the news cycle for opportunities to become
part of developing trends and events. Timing is key here, because it’s
important to catch a news story just as it’s developing, not as it’s dying.
David Meerman Scott offers a visual on the key time to newsjack:

Source: Reproduced by permission of David Meerman Scott.
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Here’s how I gave Doug Kessler at Velocity in London credit for an
idea (I also linked to him in the subsequent blog post):
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More and more companies are using curation. Research from
Curata (a content curation technology company) found that although
companies are creating most of the content they produce, they are
curating nearly a quarter of it.2

Source: Reproduced by permission of Curata.

Content curation can be a valuable supplement to your publishing
program. But bad curation can damage your brand’s credibility and
potentially lead to copyright and legal issues.

Here’s a stern smackdown for anyone who needs it: taking
someone else’s content and pasting it as your own into a post is terrible
curation, because you effectively steal all of the search engine benefit,
traffic, and credit from the original creator.

Don’t do that—even inadvertently. Mentioning the original author
in the post is not enough. Verizon ran an entire article that Kerry O’Shea
Gorgone had written as a paid columnist for Mark Schaefer’s blog,
{grow}, but credited neither Kerry nor Mark. Mark wrote a post about
the experience on his high-traffic blog, and Verizon came off as a
sloppy curator (at best) or a copyright infringer (at worst). How much
goodwill did Verizon lose because it didn’t bother to cite and link?

Here’s how to curate ethically (and well):

♦ Rely on a variety of sources. Relying on one or two curation
sources isn’t just boring for your readers, “it also violates the spirit
of good curation because it could well mean you’re profiting off
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Unauthorized Use of Your Own Content

What if you discover unauthorized use of your content? Here are
steps to take:

1. If a site is using your content without permission, send the
site owner a written correspondence (email or letter)
letting him or her know you’ve discovered the use and
that you’d like it taken down. (Or that you’d like credit
and/or a link back, if that’s sufficient for you. Your call.)
In many instances people don’t realize that they’ve done
something illegal. Some people think a writer is simply
flattered to have his or her content used. Weird. But true.
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Earlier in the book I talked about using Donald Murray’s filter for
news (“What would make your reader turn and say, ‘Now listen to this,
Ira . . . ’?”). For Twitter, I’m suggesting that you be Ira’s wife and write a
tweet as if you were talking directly to Ira. Even if you, like me, are
sometimes representing a company or brand.

In other words, even though you might be talking to strangers on
Twitter, you’re still talking to people. So write every tweet as you would
speak it . . . to your girlfriend, boyfriend, significant other, dog, cat,
goldfish swimming in its fishbowl—or whoever you can imagine in the
room with you.

Here’s what else to consider . . .
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♦ Embarrass
♦ Achieve
♦ Surprise
♦ Weird
♦ Government
♦ Argument

Source: JoelWindels, “Languageon the Internet,”Brandwatch,May29, 2013,www
.brandwatch.com/2013/05/research-shows-twitter-is-driving-english-language-
evolution.

Here are some other, sometimes hilarious examples of misspell-
ings. Presumably these tweets were posted without intentional typos,
since the originals have been deleted. But they live on as embarrassing
screenshots.

From @ScopeMouthwash (especially surprising because the tweet
was a promoted tweet!):

Source: http://simplysylviesays.blogspot.com/2013/01/spot-mistake.html.
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From @GrubStreetNY (now @GrubStreet), a New York food and
restaurant blog:

From British Parliament member Andrew Selous:

Source: www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2013/06/26/andrew-selous-mp-twitter-gaffe-benefits-
language-lessons_n_3503267.html.

Typos happen, of course. And keep in mind that a robot spell-
checker can’t catch all of them.

Consider this alarming blunder in a recipe printed in The Pasta
Bible, issued by Penguin Australia in 2010: the book recommended
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A more pedestrian (but no less potentially effective) take on
this idea of tapping into what people already care about would
be to tag your travel deals, for example, with #cheaptravel, or
business know-how content with #marketingadvice or #what-
Imreading, and so on —in other words . . . broader, nonbranded
keywords you’d like to be aligned with.

♦ Convey your personality. Writing at the New Yorker a few
years ago, Susan Orlean said hashtags can also function as a
kind of “muttered into a handkerchief” aside—that is,
purely entertaining commentary conveying deadpan remarks,
humor, sarcasm, or context. Hashtags like #kidding and #fail
#sorrynotsorry fall into this category. Or, as Susan offers: “I just
made out with your husband! #kidding #hewishes
#likeIwouldadmititanyway.” 3

Brands using hashtags in this way convey personality through
a kind of social voice and tone. We talked about voice and tone
in Rule 43, but consider how hashtags can add both to your social
posts.

Here are a few good examples:

• Nestlé brand’ s DiGiorno Pizza live-tweeted commentary dur-
ing NBC’s live broadcast of The Sound of Music with Carrie
Underwood in December 2013, via #TheSoundofMusicLive on
Twitter. One of my favorites (https://twitter.com/DiGiorno
Pizza/statuses/408767675838390273):

• The legalization of weed sales might be too much a hot potato
for most brands to comment on. But, despite being owned by
the huge Unilever, Ben & Jerry’s playfully commented on the
legalization of marijuana in Colorado in January 2014. I only
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wish Ben & Jerry’s had included a hashtag in this tweet,
because it was a hilarious bit of social commentary:

• And, finally, mobile app TalkTo frequently appends the hash-
tag #NoMoreCalls to its tweets. It sounds like a rallying cry
against robocalls or Alexander GrahamBell, but it’s really just a
cheeky way to convey some personality and align with its
broader story since TalkTo is an app (recently acquired by
Path) that allows you to text any company instead of calling it
(in other words: no time wasted on hold).

Those examples are quirky expressions of personality, of
stories told through social media and punctuated by hashtags.
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Hone your own voice and tone to make them uniquely
yours, based on who you are as a brand and how you need to
communicate with those you are trying to reach.

Hashtags can help. Consider them your secret sauce in the content
brisket.

Here are some other tips:

♦ Track and follow trending hashtags on the various platforms
themselves, or via Hashtags.org (www.hashtags.org), which
categorizes and gives some details for each.

♦ RiteTag (http://ritetag.com) is a tool that can offer hashtag
suggestions for any topic; it can also let you A/B test various
alternatives. It has both free and paid options.

♦ Don’t use more than two or three hashtags in a social post,
especially on Instagram, where #Too #Many #People #Over
#Hashtag. I’m talking to you, Trident:
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about your favorite Super Bowl commercials in the past. Chances
are, the ones you remember best were funny.

AH: How do you approach your writing there? Can you give us some
insight to your process?

TB: I try to tell the most story in the fewest words. I study the photos
and make sure that I’m including everything I can about what is
available in the frame, and then I try to think of an unexpected
context for the scene.

One time I was working on a pin that showed a girl in a room
with a flamingo and fake snow all over the floor. I was a bit
stumped. My 10-year-old son was walking by my desk and I
stopped him and asked, “If that isn’t snow on the ground in that
picture, what could it be?” Without missing a beat, he said, “Par-
mesan cheese.”

I go back to that experience a lot. It could have been a funny
pin if I’d included snow in the caption, but it became hilariouswhen
suddenly it was Parmesan cheese on the floor.

AH: So the photo becomes the visual punch line.
TB: Yes. Always go for the unexpected.

Source: Used with permission of Cleo Sullivan.
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The brand’s online voice and tone are important. Posts and
other communication address the audience as ladies, because it
suggests a gentility and refinement this audience connects with.
Corey and Nina sign each email or Facebook post with xo,
because it suggests friendship and intimacy.

Also, because Prep Obsessed seeks to be an authority and a
resource for a certain kind of womanwho looks to it to curate the
best in preppy accessories, housewares, and gifts, “we never ask
what [our customers] want us to offer them,” Corey says. “Instead,
they are confident that we know what they want because they’re
confident we love the same things.”
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♦ Optimize introductions and headlines and add your point of
view.

♦ Think like a journalist by using concise intros and snappy
headlines for higher conversion.

♦ Always include a clear call to action, such as a link.
♦ Include an image or some type of rich media. Images
generally result in an 89 percent higher comment rate.

♦ Align content to your member’s needs and interests.
♦ Make your content snackable and valuable.
♦ Manage your updates by measuring engagement and follow-
ing up on comments.

AH: Your page should “tell a story . . .”—yeah, yeah. So who does
this really well?

JM: There are lots of examples of companies that are telling their story
well with LinkedIn Company pages, both business-to-business and
business-to-consumer. One example that comes to mind for B2B is
Adobe and the way they use their Company page and Showcase
page to tell the story around their multiple product lines with
compelling content and great visuals:
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March 2014 report from Retention Science, which looked at
260 million delivered emails and 540 campaigns. (As noted in
Rule 60, MailChimp suggests something similar—50 characters
total.)

Source: Retention Science.

♦ Let your free flag fly. Marketers used to be cautioned to avoid
using words in the subject line that would trigger a spam filter,
like free or lifetime (or fast Viagra delivery). With ISPs relying on
advanced filtering and authentication, the specific words used in
subject lines are now less worrisome, according to Carolyn Nye,
writing in PracticalEcommerce. But there are exceptions, “even
now, depending on the ISP,” she wrote. Avoid:

Excessive use of punctuation and capitalization, such as a !
and a ? in the same subject line

Using a $ sign at the beginning of the subject line

Misleading subject lines with false promises (of course)1

♦ Use the recipient’s first name. Emails with the recipient’s first
name in the subject line had a higher open rate (18.3 percent
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compared with 15.7 percent) than those without the name,
according to the Retention Science report.

Source: Retention Science.

♦ Keep email copy short. As with any content, brevity usually
rules. (More on that in a minute.) In most cases you should get to
the point right away, because most of your readers are probably
viewing their email on a mobile device with a limited screen
view. (In the fourth quarter of 2013, 55 percent of email opens
and 37 percent of clicks took place on a mobile device.)2 What’s
missing from the typical roundup of email-related advice is a
focus on the content itself—and the need for a personal
approach.

♦ Be a real person. Write with a point of view—from an actual
person to an actual person. I don’t necessarily mean this literally.
The from line might still be the company’s brand name, but the
content should feel as if it comes from an actual person, speaking
to me in the first person (using I or we and you), with natural-
sounding language.
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A good example is the following email, from TaskRabbit, sent
from the company’s name (not a person’s). It nonetheless oozes
with the kind of approach I’m advocating.

Why does it work?

� Context. This email is timely, having arrived in my in-box on
February 13, after another greater-Boston snowstorm had left
my own driveway looking pretty much like the one in the
photo.� It has enormous empathy. I opened it because heck
yeah . . . enough is enough! The copy, too, appeals to me
on a purely emotional level: Did I almost cry when I woke up
to 20 inches of fresh powder and a car buried somewhere
under the drifts? Yes, I did. In its email, TaskRabbit under-
stands, saying: Relax. We’ve got this.
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The graphic that follows is an example of one done badly. I
stumbled on this when I clicked on a sponsored Facebook ad in my
feed. (Side note: Sponsored Facebook ads offer a great pool of candi-
dates for the Landing Page Hall of Shame. Click around on a few in your
own feed. You’ll see what I mean.)

I don’t knowwhat a “Creative Cloud” plan is. I don’t understand the
nuances of Photoshop and Lightroom. It makes sense when you dig
around a bit, of course. But it makes me work it with a pretty sharp
spade to get there.
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Much better is this, also from Adobe:

Ah, that’s better. It tells me what I can do with the Creative Cloud,
and how I can access the necessary tools.

There is an art (and science) to creating a targeted landing page.
A highly effective one contains just enough information to inform

visitors without making them feel as if fireworks are going off in their
faces. Ideally, your landing page should convey three simple things:
where your visitors are (where they’ve landed), what you’re making
available to them (and how awesome it is), and what the next step is to
procure (or find out more about) that incredibly awesome thing.

It’s tempting to go overboard—and arcade-ify your landing page by
adding all manner of bells and whistles. Instead, go for simple and
clean, with stupid-obvious navigation. As I’ve said elsewhere in this
book: less is so often more.

Here is how you can put together the bones of an effective landing
page—one that will convert your browsers into buyers (or subscribers),
or at least further your relationship with them:
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A landing page is a good place to use aspirational language,
too, as Joanna Wiebe suggested in Rule 67 (“amplify the value,
not action”), as in Start saving or Simplify your banking or Get
free advice . . . (provided, of course, that you aren’t being too
cute and sacrificing clarity). Be sure the button stands out
by adhering to the four Bs: big, bright, bold, and blindingly
obvious.

♦ Show, don’t tell. I like how email testing and analytics firm
Litmus uses color and contrast to show you exactly what
you’re signing up for on its newsletter signup landing page.
It’s not quite as striking in black and white, but you get the idea:
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Or how Progressive uses icons on its mobile landing page—
the different options could’ve been listed in a dropdown text
menu, but it’s way better like this:
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On the other hand, Ontario-based video marketing platform
Vidyard (vidyard.com) communicates how it helps you. Video is
hot, but a big problem for marketers is to prove that there’ll be a
return on investment. So right on its home page Vidyard makes
its value clear with the customer-centric headline: “Turn viewers
into customers.” In doing so, it immediately tells its audience—
you—not just what Vidyard does, but also how it helps you and
your business.

♦ Keep it stupid-simple. Don’t be tempted to fill space with lots
of copy and graphics, especially above the fold—the part of a
Web page that first appears in Web browsers when it’s opened.
This is what takes up the entire screen above the fold of the
Dropbox (www.dropbox.com) home page:
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they merely want to know what might go wrong with its imple-
mentation) and they’ve come to SideraWorks (SideraWorks.com)
to figure out the problem. The button shown in the graphic links to
a post on the SideraWorks blog, which speaks to that pain point.

You could also try offering a party favor—freebies are great
home page gifts to offer your audience, assuming what you offer
is helpful and customer-centric. Consider a free download, free
sample, free trial, free workbook, or free tool. Content marketing
software and training company Copyblogger.com says this on its
home page: “Grab 14 high-impact e-books and our 20-part
Internet marketing course.” (I like the action verb grab here.)

Even an email sign-up can be framed as a kind of gift that
makes the value clear to the visitor—as opposed to what I often
see, which is to take a corporate-centric approach, such as “Sign
up for our email list.”

(Pop quiz: Do any of us feel email-deprived? Answer: No.)
Takeout delivery service Eat24 offers clear value and conveys

personality in its invitation to sign up for emails: “Want coupons,
love notes, deep thoughts about bacon? Get our weekly email.”

♦ Convey trust. Your home page should include elements that
suggest others trust you. That can take many forms; you might
show, for example, that you are a member of, or recognized by, a
trusted community. That trust could be illustrated with social
proof (links to Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Twitter, and so
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Contrast that with how Coca-Cola tells its company story:
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Source: Reproduced with courtesy of Wistia, Inc.

But when you mouse over each one of those photos, it’s swapped
out for a series of other stills that makes each employee appear to dance
in the frame; Marketing’s Ezra Fishman executes a flawless chicken
dance. It’s hard to recreate it in stills on a page, but you get the idea:

Source: Reproduced with courtesy of Wistia, Inc.
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The report concludes with a thank-you note for another
great year. Even thoughMailChimp delivers simple stats, it takes
the opportunity to humanize the company a bit, too.

2. Calgary Zoo’s Instagram day-in-the-life annual report. I
loved the creative twist on an annual report designed by the
Calgary Zoo.5 In 2012 the zoo created an Instagram account
(@calgaryzoo2012ar) and added a series of 55photos over a one-
week period. Taken in aggregate, the captions of the photos
deliver facts and figures about the zoo’s initiatives, and the
photos themselves provide an intimate walk-through-the-zoo
theme for the almost completely visual report. Among the final
posts is a message from the president of the zoo:

Source: Reproduced with courtesy of Calgary Zoo.

3. MarketingProfs infographic. At MarketingProfs, we told a
visual story of where we stood at the end of the year, because
it was the most straightforward way to underscore our varied
expertise, audiences, and revenue streams. The infographic
does double-duty on our About Us page:
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Buffer did this, too—not as a year-end review, but when it
acquired its one millionth customer.6
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